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We experiment constantly with new systems 
to improve our products for ice cream and 
confectionery makers, also considering options 
that go beyond the pure Naturalness of the 
product.
We rely always on evolving Research and 
Technology to enable us to offer Professionals 
new versions of our Raw Materials, improved 
in terms of durability, qualitative constancy 
and user-friendliness.
The Fruits of our dedication are literally pure 
celebrations of Nature, with innovative and 
simply Delicious ingredients, created thanks 
to the Expertise that only great experience can 
develop.

Curiosity is at the Heart of our work.
ExplorErs by NaturE





Anselmi has known how to 
renew itself and inject new life 
into artisan Italian ice cream 
making: by nature, always looking 
towards the future.

Fortunato Anselmi launches 
a new company in Padua, 
importing spices and Vanilla.

In addition to creams, 
Anselmi began to produce 
Fruit Creams for Sorbets.

The first researches were 
carried out: on starches for 
blancmanges and the famous 
“Crema Leone”.

The first neutrals and bases 
were produced, bringing a 
new creaminess to ice cream.

1892
1956

1935

1939

The story of ice cream
is made up of trend 
surges, innovations

and authentic flavours.
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The company was expanding 
and introduced a Family of 
bases: Paster, Pastervan and 
Pastermilk.

Anselmi Specialities, such 
as Gran Visir, Vanigliata 
Bianca and Zabajone Riviera 
established themselves as 
outstanding examples of 
innovative ice cream making.

Anselmi joined forces with 
Montebianco, a thriving 
sector leader.

Today, Anselmi Specialities are 
revitalised in a new range consisting 
of 100% pure pastes, and also in 
innovative versions of classics designed 
for professionals aiming for ice cream 
excellence.

1966

1972

1986

toDay.. .
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Nuclei and Bases for Ice Cream and Sorbets, 
waiting to be transformed into tailor-made 
recipes... plus flavouring pastes that offer 
invitations to original personalisations.

basEs for icE crEam makiNg
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Nucleo Proteico Anselmi
More  body for your ice cream makes for a creamier pleasure.

CODE 190105AN DESCRIPTION Nucleo Proteico Anselmi PACKAGING Bag FORMAT 1 kg x 10

Nucleo Base Anselmi
More air for your ice cream makes for a softer pleasure.

CODE 191001AN DESCRIPTION Nucleo Base Anselmi PACKAGING Bag FORMAT 1 kg x 10

50 Special Anselmi and 100 Special Anselmi
Natural Madagascar vanilla aroma, without emulsifiers or stabilisers.

CODE
161001AN
161015AN

DESCRIPTION
50 Special Anselmi
100 Special Anselmi

PACKAGING Bag FORMAT
1 kg x 10
1.5 kg x 8

Crema Anselmi
Featuring bases tasting of cream and free-range eggs.

CODE
212003AN
212001AN

DESCRIPTION
Crema Anselmi 3 kg
Crema Anselmi 1 kg

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6

Latte Anselmi
Highlights the taste of Fiordilatte with genuine Italian milk.

CODE
215003AN
215001AN

DESCRIPTION
Latte Anselmi 3 kg
Latte Anselmi 1 kg

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6

Vaniglia Anselmi
Madagascar Vanilla reinforcement for Fiordipanna:

a distinctive taste and smoother flavours…

CODE
218003AN
218001AN

DESCRIPTION
Vaniglia Anselmi 3 kg
Vaniglia Anselmi 1 kg

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6

Nucleo Frutta Anselmi
Mixture of fibres to add structure to creamy and fruity sorbets... without a single “E”.

CODE 190101AN DESCRIPTION Nucleo Frutta Anselmi PACKAGING Bag FORMAT 1 kg x 10
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tHE purEst
pistacHio

Pure and 100% natural
Exemplifying the genius of Italian patisserie art, 
the outstanding feature of the Green Pistachio 
from Bronte is its intense aroma, so it is naturally 
much used in the manufacture of confectionery 
products and ice cream. Ice cream makers use 
its paste to make ice creams with a vivid flavour.
Anselmi has a NC version, with no added 
chlorophyll. The paste thus has a natural 
brownish green colour. Its intense taste and 
aroma are typical of 100% pure Pistacchio di 
Bronte DOP.

Harvesting this precious type of pistachio takes 
place from the first week of September, but only 
every 2 years, and a plant begins to bear fruit 
only 10 years after planting: this contributes 
to the iconic status of the Pistacchio Verde di 
Bronte.

Pistacchio di Bronte DOP
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Pistacchio Verde di Bronte DOP
A 100% pure paste, sirresistible flavour and usage versatility, in a DOP certified product.

CODE
292553AN
292551AN

DESCRIPTION
Pasta 100% “Pistacchio Verde di Bronte DOP” 3 kg
Pasta 100% “Pistacchio Verde di Bronte DOP” 1 kg

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6

Pistacchio Verde di Bronte DOP NC
A 100% pure paste, irresistible flavour and usage versatility. No addition of Chlorophyll, 

making for a natural colour tending to light brown. DOP certified product.

CODE
292563AN
292561AN

DESCRIPTION
Pasta 100% “Pistacchio Verde di Bronte DOP” NC 3 kg
Pasta 100% “Pistacchio Verde di Bronte DOP” NC 1 kg

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6

Pesto di Pistacchio
100% pure paste, partially refined in order to savour the pistachio fragments

even after processing. Origin: Sicily.

CODE
292573AN
292571AN

DESCRIPTION
Pesto di Pistacchio Sicilia 3 kg
Pesto di Pistacchio Sicilia 1 kg

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6

Pistacchio di Bronte DOP
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tHE purEst

A local treasure
Many types of hazelnuts are grown 
worldwide, but the best is recognised as 
being the “Tonda Gentile delle Langhe”, from 
a variety of hazel tree grown in Piedmont, 
in the provinces of Cuneo, Asti and 
Alessandria. A strict I.G.P. denomination 
guarantees users and consumers product 
quality and authenticity. They are harvested 
when the nuts are fully ripe, when they 
spontaneously detach from the bracts and 
fall to the ground: this guarantees a high 
yield when shelling, and optimal product 
quality. Anselmi uses only whole hazelnuts 
which are calibrated, roasted and refined 
with great care, thus offering ice cream 
makers a high-level paste without added 
flavouring or emulsifiers.

A delicate delicacy
The most prized almonds on the 
international markets are grown in the 
provinces of Syracuse and Ragusa. The 
trees can reach a height of 8-10 meters, 
and bloom early between January and mid-
March in marine and low hill areas, where 
late frosts are rare. The natural habitat of 
the best varieties is the Val di Noto, with 
Avola at its centre.
Anselmi does not employ a normal Almond 
paste, it uses Avola Almond Milk paste: this 
endows ice cream with a more rounded and 
delicate tone, and an intriguing slightly 
toasted taste that is sublimely persistent 
on the palate. Outstanding for making ice 
cream, fruit creams and granitas.

Nocciola Piemonte I.G.P. Latte di Mandorle Avola

Without aromas or dyes, the pastes are obtained 
by pressing the very best raw materials.
The result is a superb product that guarantees 
premium quality for ice creams and sorbets, and 
is extremely versatile for use in confectionery.
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Nocciola Piemonte IGP
Pure hazelnut paste made from Nocciola Piemonte, with a noble

and penetrating flavour... an IGP certified product.

CODE
292543AN
292541AN

DESCRIPTION
Nocciola Piemonte IGP 3 kg (hazelnut)
Nocciola Piemonte IGP 1 kg (hazelnut)

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6

Pesto di Nocciola Italiana
A pure paste, only partially refined in order to savour the hazelnut fragments

even after processing. Origin: Italy.

CODE
292583AN
292581AN

DESCRIPTION
Pesto di Nocciola Italiana 3 kg
Pesto di Nocciola Italiana 1 kg

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6

Latte di Mandorle Avola
Pure Almond paste with a delicate flavour highly suitable for making ice cream and granitas.

CODE
292523AN
292521AN

DESCRIPTION
Latte di Mandorle Avola 3 kg (almond)
Latte di Mandorle Avola 1 kg (almond)

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6

Mandorla di Toritto
A premium product with a vivid taste typical of the almond from Puglia.

CODE
292603AN
292601AN

DESCRIPTION
Mandorla Toritto 3 Kg (almond)
Mandorla Toritto 1 Kg (almond)

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6

Noce Pecan
Pure Pecan walnut paste from the United States of America.
Can be used on its own or as a contrast to sweeter flavours.

CODE
292533AN
292531AN

DESCRIPTION
Noce Pecan 3 kg (walnut)
Noce Pecan 1 kg (walnut)

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6

Pesto di Arachide
Pure peanut paste, only partially refined in order to savour the peanut fragments

after processing. A decisive and persistent flavour.

CODE
292593AN
292591AN

DESCRIPTION
Pesto di Arachide 3 kg (peanut)
Pesto di Arachide 1 kg (peanut)

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6
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aNsElmi

spEcialitiEs

Classics with an authentic flavour and 
an innovative twist, made with the finest 
ingredients, for deliciously natural and 
traditional ice creams.
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Chicchi Torrone
All the smooth taste of artisan nougat, with the addition

of chopped pistachio, hazelnut and almond.

CODE
211003AN
211001AN

DESCRIPTION
Chicchi Torrone 3 kg (nougat)
Chicchi Torrone 1 kg (nougat)

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6

Zabaione Riviera
With a paste of egg yoke from free-range hens, and Marsala Florio.

CODE
219003AN
219001AN

DESCRIPTION
Zabaione Riviera 3 kg
Zabaione Riviera 1 kg

PACKAGING
Can
Can

FORMAT
3 kg x 2
1 kg x 6
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cHocolatE WorlD

In Chocolate World, in order to offer a high level 
of personalisation, Anselmi’s products can be 
used to make both dark and milk chocolate ice 
cream (not cocoa) of the highest quality, with a 
round, intense and distinctive flavour.
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Base per cioccolato fondente
A base conceived to offer dark chocolate sorbets without lactose.

CODE - DESCRIPTION Cioccolato Fondente Base (dark chocolate) PACKAGING Bag FORMAT 1 kg x 10

Cioccolato in polvere Anselmi
Anselmi Chocolate Powder is easy to use with a white base to make milk chocolate, or with a 

special base to create a lactose-free dark chocolate. Origin: Ecuador.

CODE - DESCRIPTION Cioccolato in Polvere Ecuador (chocolate powder) PACKAGING Bag FORMAT 1 kg x 10
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DEcoratioNs

Balance is a matter of contrasts. Anselmi offers 
Premium Quality Stracciatella to go with 
creations that have an unforgettable crunchy 
texture.
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Stracciatella Premium al Cioccolato Fondente
High quality chocolate for Stracciatellas.

CODE 292601AN DESCRIPTION Stracciatella Premium Cioccolato Fondente PACKAGING Bottle FORMAT 1 kg x 6

Stracciatella Premium al Pistacchio
Mixture for pistachio Stracciatella, a unique taste for ripple ice cream.

CODE 201054M DESCRIPTION Stracciatella Premium al Pistacchio PACKAGING Can FORMAT 3 kg x 2
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iNNovatioN

The determination to continuously improve, 
to overcome our limits, to meet market 
requirements and anticipate market trends:  this 
is the spirit that has always driven Anselmi.

Our sole imperative is uncompromising 
quality, as our research teams develop new 
ideas, which then, through latest generation 
technology, are made into innovative and 
astonishing avant-garde products. Today, an 
even more exciting future lies ahead for Ice 
Cream.

To obtain Life Trail recognition, a product 
must comply with clear criteria regarding 
Transparency, certified ingredients, 
Territoriality, guarantees of raw material 
origins, and Taste Affinity, faithfully 
rendering the original flavours. 

NO
GMOs NO

Artificial
Colouring

NO
Synthetic
Flavouring

Strong focus on a transparent food policy:
all Anselmi products pursue the Life Trail philosophy.
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LIFE

TRAIL

LIFE TRAIL
a philosophy of quality

THE NEED TO FEEL SECUREIN TERMS OF FOOD SAFETY
IS AN INALIENABLE RIGHT OF ALL CONSUMERS.

L I F E  T R A I L  PRINCIPLES AND CRITERIA
THE GOAL of LIFE TRAIL is to provide our 

customers and end consumers with safe
and high quality products. 

Sometimes this means moving away
from industrial logic, while also allowing us
to continuously guarantee the best possible 

solutions in terms of ingredients.

In order to obtain LIFE TRAIL recognition,
a product must satisfy a judgemental scale

based on strict criteria of
TRANSPARENCY, TERRITORIALITY

AND TASTE AFFINITY.

Food industry operators, including ice cream makers, have a duty to ensure such protection, through 
companies who strive to offer products with very high safety standards. Interdependence and mutual 
trust are at the heart of the Montebianco Food Policy, an ambitious and important project that 
defines the LIFE TRAIL philosophy, the ethical and scientific approach that guides all Montebianco’s 
choices.



TRANSPARENCY

LIFE TRAIL: a product that 
contains certified ingredients, 
ensures the traceability of raw 
materials, and is made using 
safe and certified production 
processes.

TERRITORIALITY

LIFE TRAIL: a product that 
traces the source of raw 
materials back to their original 
production areas, certified 
by protection bodies in an 
incontrovertible manner.

TASTE AFFINITY

LIFE TRAIL: a product with a 
taste that closely resembles 
the original taste of a specific 
food, thanks to a high content 
of the basic ingredient and the 
purity of the added ingredients.

A STARTING POINT, NOT A FINISHING POINT

In line with our LIFE TRAIL philosophy, we are always up to date with both scientific progress 
and market trends, helping us to constantly improve and evolve.
Many of our products follow a LIFE TRAIL approach and many others will follow soon. A few 
years ago, we started eliminating artificial flavourings, we do not use GMO products and 
are replacing hydrogenated fats with refined ones. We also offer a range of Gluten Free 
products. 
We also seek full traceability of certain noble raw materials in order to keep our promise of 
ensuring market-leading products with high quality and protection standards.

And our commitment continues...



MONTEBIANCO S.p.A - ITALIA
Via Archimede, 243
21047 Saronno (VA)
Tel +39 02 982 931

Fax +39 02 982 932 30
info@montebiancogelato.com
www.montebiancogelato.com




